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down. If there is any point of etiquette insisted upon in royal courts,
it is to stand in the presence o£ a king, especially when the king is
about to pin a decoration on one. When the king entered the
chamber to honour Wisting, that veteran's legs refused to function,
King Haakon at once understood the inarticulate hero's difficulty
and went through the ceremony as if nothing were amiss.
Oscar Wisting died since I began to write these recollections
(December 4, 1936). He had been pensioned off as curator of the
Fram, which had been turned into a floating museum at Oslo.
When sitting in the cabin at the start, one could look up into
the twilight of the envelope under the gas cells and see what re-
sembled the loft of a storage house. All our supplies were there,
lashed to the braces or to the tubular metal of the keel—tents and
sleeping-bags, skis and snow-shoes, a big canvas boat, guns and
ammunition. Conspicuous were the three flags—Norwegian, Italian,
and American—to be dropped at the Pole. Our food supplies were
there, too. We carried the same diet we had had aboard the planes
in 1925—pemmican, chocolate, oat biscuits, malted milk—nearly a
thousand pounds of it, allowing a pound a day per man for sixty
days. In the car itself we had only, besides the insulated cask of
greasy meat-balls I mentioned, two or three Thermos flasks of hot
coffee apiece and individual cold lunches packed by the faithful
Berta, Superintendent Knutsen's housekeeper.
This, though there was no help for it, was a most faulty way of
loading an expeditionary airship. A better way would have been
to increase the size of the cabin and pack all Arctic supplies in
with the passengers. Had the Norge been driven down to the ice,
the collision would have sheared off the car, and the envelope, rid
of our weight, would have bounded into the air, taking with it all
food, travel necessities, and everything else we needed to support
life. That was precisely what happened to Nobile's dirigible Italia
two years later, when some of the survivors of the crash died of
starvation.
The cabin of the Norgff, a basket framework floored and covered
with canvas, was but thirty feet long and six feet wide. Canvas par-
titions divided it into three compartments—the pilot-house forward,
a central room for the navigator-captain, observers, and weather
service, and a radio room aft. These partitions, however, were little

